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Lesson 1: Context Clues

UNIT 3 Movement | Lesson 148

Unit 3 Movement

In the fall, monarch butterflies fly 
south. Like birds, they must go south 
to survive the winter. Their journey 

begins up north in the United States 
or Canada. It ends in a small area of 
Mexico. The butterflies return to this 
same place year after year. 

Monarch butterflies amaze scientists. 
It isn’t clear how the butterflies know 
their way to Mexico. They seem to have 
a built-in compass that points them 
in the right direction. Using the sun as 
a guide, they travel south. It takes the 
butterflies a few months to make their 
journey. The trip is thousands of miles 
long.

Along their route, the butterflies sip 
nectar from flowers. This gives them 
energy. The monarchs fly during the 
early part of the day. If you spot them 
during their trip south, you may see a 
few, or even hundreds, flying across 
the sky. 

In a single day, the monarch butterfly 
can fly quite far. Scientists know this 
from an experiment. They captured 
some butterflies and put tags on them. 
Then the scientists released the 
butterflies so that they could continue 
on their journey. The following day, one 
of the tagged butterflies was recaptured. 

It had flown more than 250 miles! 
The butterflies are able to travel so 

far because they glide with the wind. 
They fly smoothly and easily. They 
don’t travel far by flapping their wings. 
That takes too much energy. Like birds 
that fly high in the air, monarch butter-
flies use air currents to rise in the air 
and soar. With their wings spread wide, 
they ride on the wind.

Each butterfly 
goes on its journey 
alone. At night, 
however, the 
butterflies cluster. 
They gather in 
bunches and crowd 
together on tree 
branches. Hundreds 
can be seen, quiet and 
stationary, covering 
the trees. Although 
the butterflies 
don’t have 
eyelids to 
shut their eyes, 
they do rest. In 
the morning, they 
ascend into the air 
once again and go 
on their way. 

Monarch butterflies are those beautiful butterflies with the black and orange wings. 
During the spring and summer, you may spot one fluttering around your yard or a 
park. When it gets colder, what happens to them? Read this article to find out.

Butterflies on the Move
Context Clues 
Lesson 1Introduce the Unit Theme

Explain that all of the vocabulary words in this unit are 
related to movement.

Pre-Reading Discussion Questions 

• Have you ever seen a monarch butterfly? What do 
you know about them? 

• What are the names of other kinds of insects? How 
do they move?

See pages 218–282 for…

• Pretests and posttests for Lessons 1–3 in each 
unit and an answer key for each test.

• A unit posttest for summative assessment in 
each unit.

• Additional activities to extend or reinforce 
 students’ understanding of the vocabulary  
words, including activities for English 
language learners.

eResources Center 
resources.zaner-bloser.com

Go online to find additional resources such as
 • Cards for practice with word meanings, roots, 

 prefixes, and analogies
 • Word ladders
 • Graphic organizers
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EXAMPLE

CLUE

 CHECK

 THINK

 LOOK

 READ Read the sentence with the unknown word. Read a sentence or 
two around it.

The butterflies are able to travel so far because they glide 
with the wind. They fly smoothly and easily.

Look for context clues. What words tell you what kind of thing 
the word is?

The words fly smoothly and easily tell what kind of action 
glide is.

Think about the context clues and other information you already 
know.

I know that paper airplanes glide through the air. 

Predict a meaning for the word.

The word glide must mean “to fly smoothly and easily.”

Check the dictionary in the back of this book to be sure of the 
meaning.  

The word glide means “to move smoothly.”

Here is another strategy for using context clues to understand 
new words.

Moving their wings quickly and lightly, the butterflies 
fluttered in the air.

The phrase moving their wings quickly and lightly tells what 
kind of action fluttered is. 

Context Clues Strategy
Look for What Kind of Thing the Word Is

 PREDICT

Teaching Tips

• Discuss the context clues strategy with students, 
pointing out the example sentence and clue words 
in the box at the top of the page.

• Then discuss how to use the five-step process on 
this page—Read, Look, Think, Predict, and Check—
to understand the meaning of fluttered.
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Unlock the Meanings

 READ

 LOOK

50

 CHECK

 THINK

Read the sentence that uses the word cluster. Read some of the sentences 
around the word.

Look for context clues to the word’s meaning. What words can you find 
that tell what kind of thing cluster is?

Think about the context clues. What other helpful information do
you know?

Predict a meaning for the word cluster.

Check the dictionary in the back of this book to be sure of the meaning 
of the word cluster. Which meaning for the word cluster fits the context?

Practice the Strategy Here is another boldfaced word from the 
article about monarch butterflies on page 48. Use the context clues strategy 
on page 49 to figure out the meaning of the word.

 cluster

 PREDICT

for more practice using context clues.
Go to the Word Wisdom App

The words gather in bunches and crowd together tell what cluster is.

Answers will vary.

Hundreds of butterflies cover the trees. I can picture this. I can also

picture a cluster of grapes.

It probably means “to stay close together.”

to gather

Teaching Tips

• Before students complete the page, review the 
vocabulary word cluster and have students share 
any prior knowledge they have of the word.

• Have students identify what part of speech cluster 
is in “Butterflies on the Move” on page 48. verb 
Review the five-step process they will use to figure 
out the meaning of cluster.

for more practice using context clues.
Go to the Word Wisdom App
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Dictionary
Says

Your
Prediction

Vocabulary
Word

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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 WORD LIST

compass
route
across
capture
release
glide 
soar 
cluster 
stationary
ascend

Use Context Clues The two vocabulary words 
that you have learned so far are checked in the word list. 
In the first column, write the other eight words from the 
word list. Use context clues to predict a meaning for each 
word in the second column. Then check the meanings in 
the dictionary in the back of this book. In the third column, 
write the definition that fits the context.

Answers will vary.compass
a tool that shows 
direction

Answers will vary.release to set free

Answers will vary.across from one side to another

Answers will vary.stationary still; not moving

Answers will vary.route
the way from one 
place to another

Answers will vary.soar to fly or glide high

Answers will vary.capture
to get hold of someone or
something

Answers will vary.ascend to go up

Teaching Tips

• Tell students that the context clues strategy in this 
unit applies to some, but not all, of the words in 
the word list. 

• Remind students to refer to the article about 
monarch butterflies to help them predict word 
meanings in column two. 

• Make sure students know they should write their 
own definitions in column two before checking the 
dictionary in the back of their books to complete 
column three.
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Process the Meanings

52 UNIT 3 Movement | Lesson 1

Find the Opposite Choose a word from the word list that is 
the opposite or nearly the opposite of the word or words. Write your 
answer on the line. 

1  moving _____________________________

2  to hold _____________________________

3  to free _____________________________

4  to spread out _____________________________

5  not a specific path _____________________________

Choose the Correct Word Read each sentence. Write the 
word from the word list that best completes each sentence. Use each word 
only once. 

6  I hit the tennis ball _____________________________ the court.

7  By climbing the stairs, we _____________________________ to the 
next floor. 

8  During our hike, we used a _____________________________ to 
point us in the right direction.

9  Watch these toy ducks. They _____________________________ so 
smoothly down the stream.

10
 Looking up, we love to see the airplanes

 _____________________________ high in the sky.

 WORD LIST

compass
route
across
capture
release
glide 
soar 
cluster 
stationary
ascend

stationary

release

capture

cluster

route

across

ascend

compass

glide

soar

Teaching Tips

• Tell students that in the first activity they will 
choose the vocabulary word that is the opposite 
of the word or words listed. As an example, ask 
students to name the word from the word list that 
is opposite of descend. ascend

• Model the second activity by writing the following 
example on the board: 

After the dolphin recovers from its 
wounds, the aquarium staff will transport 
it to the ocean and ___________ it.

 Ask students which word from the words list best 
completes the sentence. release Ask if the sentence 
make sense. Have student identify context clues 
that helped them complete the sentence correctly. 
Possible responses: “after the dolphin recovers from 
its wounds” and “transport it to the ocean.”
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Apply What You've Learned
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Demonstrate Word Knowledge Answer the questions below.

1  Why might you need to use a compass? _________________________________________

  __________________________________________________________________________________

2  Why might you want to ride on a stationary bicycle? ____________________________

  __________________________________________________________________________________

3  How might you travel across a river? _____________________________________________

  __________________________________________________________________________________

4  Why might you want to capture a bug? __________________________________________

  __________________________________________________________________________________

5  Why might you be released from school early? ___________________________________

  __________________________________________________________________________________

6  When might you glide on ice? ___________________________________________________

  __________________________________________________________________________________

7  How might you ascend to the fourth floor of a building? _________________________

  __________________________________________________________________________________

8  Why might you need to find a new route to a friend’s house? _____________________

  __________________________________________________________________________________

9  When might your hopes soar? ___________________________________________________

  __________________________________________________________________________________

10
 Why might students cluster around their teacher? ________________________________

  __________________________________________________________________________________

Answers will vary.

because you are lost

because it’s raining outside

by boat; over a bridge

to examine it; to take it outside if you find it in the house

because of bad weather such as a snowstorm; to go to a doctor’s appointment

when you’re ice skating

in an elevator or on an escalator

because a street is closed; because the friend might have moved

when a birthday or a holiday is coming

to hear a story; to ask a question

Teaching Tips

• Write this question on the board: 

When should an injured animal be 
released into the wild? 

 Possible response: when it is well enough to take 
care of itself.

• Point out that students must understand the word 
released to understand the question correctly. Tell 
students that they are combining their prior knowl-
edge and context clues to complete this activity.
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This is James Laney reporting for 
WXYZ news. I’m here with Mr. 
I. M. Clever, Private Detective. 

We’re at Wilco’s Corner Bake Shop 
on Main Street, at the crossroad of 
First Avenue. Mr. Clever, what’s the 
story here?

Mr. Clever: It all started three months 
ago. Miss Johnson, a bake shop 
employee, called me with a mystery. 
Every day a doughnut was missing 
when the store opened.

Mr. Laney: Interesting.What else did 
she say?

Mr. Clever: Miss Johnson asked me 
to establish a lookout. She wanted to 
catch the thief.

Mr. Laney: Interesting. What did 
you do?

Mr. Clever: Every morning, I would 
occupy a booth at the diner across 
the street and watch the shop. I had a 
great view. I was ready to intercept 
the thief.

Mr. Laney: Interesting. What did you 
see from the diner?

Mr. Clever: Mr. Wilco, the shop’s 
owner, crossed the street in the 
crosswalk. He entered the store at 
6 A.M. This happened every day for two 
months. It was a static routine. Then 

Mr. Wilco was gone. He disappeared 
for one week.

Mr. Laney: Interesting. Where did 
he go?

Mr. Clever: He went on a cruise to 
Alaska. It sounds lovely.

Mr. Laney: Yes, it does. But how did 
the police get involved?

Mr. Clever: When Mr. Wilco was 
gone, there was no stealing. I thought 
the thief wanted to bother Mr. Wilco. 
I knew that when he returned, the 
thief would return. This morning, I 
hid in the store with a video camera. 
I held the camera steady when the 
back door opened at 6 A.M. I saw a 
hand reach for the doughnut. Then I 
dropped the camera, and the man ran 
away. I chased him across the street 
and tackled him. That’s when someone 
called the police. 

Mr. Laney: Interesting. So who was 
the thief?

Mr. Clever: It was Mr. Wilco! He eats a 
doughnut for breakfast every morning! 
The police arrested me for attacking 
Mr. Wilco. Luckily, Miss Johnson 
explained everything. We all had a 
good laugh.

Mr. Laney: Interesting. Thank you,
Mr. Clever. This is James Laney 
reporting for WXYZ news.

Doughnuts
The Missing

We’ve all heard news reports on television. Now, read this transcript, 
or written record, of a fictional news report. 

Latin Roots 
Lesson 2

UNIT 3 Movement | Lesson 254

Pre-Reading Discussion Questions

• What is your favorite kind of doughnut? Where 
can we buy doughnuts? 

• What is a detective? Where do most detectives 
work? What’s a private detective?

Lesson 2: Latin Roots
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 CHECK

 THINK

 LOOK

 READ Read the sentence that uses the word crossroad. Read some of the 
sentences around the word.

Look for context clues to the word’s meaning. What words can you find 
that tell what kind of thing the word is?

Think about the context clues. What other helpful information do you 
know?

Predict a meaning for the word crossroad.

Check the dictionary in the back of this book to be sure of the meaning 
of the word crossroad. Write the definition here.

crossroad

Here is one of the boldfaced words from the transcript on 
page 54. Use the context clues strategy you learned in Lesson 1 
on page 49 to figure out the meaning of this word.

Practice the Context Clues Strategy

 PREDICT

for more practice using context clues.
Go to the Word Wisdom App

The words Corner, Main Street, and First Avenue help to tell that this is

a location.

I know that a corner is made when one street crosses another. If the

bake shop is on a corner, it has to be where two streets cross.

The word crossroad might mean “the place where one street crosses

another.”

a road crossing another road

UNIT 3 Movement | Lesson 2 55

Teaching Tips

• Before students complete the page, review the  
word crossroad and have students share any prior 
knowledge they have of the word.

• Have students identify what part of speech  
crossroad is in the context of the article “The 
Missing Doughnuts.” noun Review the five-step 
process they will use to figure out the meaning  
of crossroad.

for more practice using context clues.
Go to the Word Wisdom App
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Words beginning 
with a vowel

Latin Roots

Words beginning 
with cr

Words beginning 
with other letters

Sort the Words Sort the words from the word list by the letters 
they begin with. If you can find a root in a word, circle it. When you look 
for the root cruc, also look for cru or cro. These are other spellings for 
the root cruc.

Many English words are made from Latin roots. If you know the meaning of different 
roots, you can unlock the meaning of many new words. Several words you learned 
in Lesson 1 have a Latin root. Each root is related to movement.

 WORD LIST

crossroad
establish
occupy
intercept
crosswalk
static
cruise
steady
chase
arrest

Latin Root and Meaning English Word and Meaning
sta (to stand) stationary (not moving)

cap, cept (to take, to seize) capture (to take by force and hold as a prisoner)

cruc (cross) across (from one side to the other)

crossroadestablish static

cruiseintercept chase

crosswalkoccupy steady

arrest

Teaching Tips

• Tell students that many languages share common 
word roots. The main, or root, part of the word 
remains the same throughout the languages, and 
just the beginnings and endings change to make 
them unique to a particular language.

• Write the following words on the board: 

     accept         statue        captive

 Ask volunteers to underline the  
Latin root in each word. cept, sta, cap

• Ask students to look at the boxes at the top of  
page 56 and find the meaning of each root.

UNIT 3 Movement | Lesson 256
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Prefix | Root Word | New Word

inter- (between) + cept (take) = intercept

Use Roots and Prefixes Circle any roots and prefixes you find in the boldfaced 
words. Use roots, prefixes, and context clues to write the meaning of each word.

1  When my dog started to run away from me, I had to chase him.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

2  Your chair is wobbly. Try sitting on this steady chair instead.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

3  When my family goes to a movie, we occupy four seats in the theater.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

4  My parents enjoyed going from port to port on their Alaskan cruise.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

5  At the crossroad, we will turn right onto the main road.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

6  For now, Ben’s health is static; it’s not getting better or worse.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

7  My teacher established a corner of our classroom for silent reading.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

8  The police officer will arrest the burglar and put him in jail.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

9  Amy intercepted the ball to stop the other team from scoring.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

10
 You should cross the busy street only at the crosswalk.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

to follow quickly

Answers will vary.

constant; even

to take up or fill (time or space)

a voyage for pleasure

a road crossing another road

fixed; not changing

set up

to take as a prisoner

stopped or interrupted the progress of

a place marked on the street where people can cross

Teaching Tips

• Tell students that they can use their knowledge of 
prefixes, roots, and context clues to figure out the 
meaning of many words.

• Direct the students to the chart at the top of  
page 57 and note the prefix and its meaning.

• Encourage students to list other words with the 
prefix inter-. Possible responses: intermission, inter-
rupt, international, and interview.

• Ask students to think about how the meanings of 
these words are related. They all have something 
to do with “a time or an exchange between two 
people or things.”

• Review the meanings of the Latin roots on page 56.

UNIT 3 Movement | Lesson 2 57
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Complete the Word Group Each set of words has the same 
or almost the same meaning. Write a word from the word list to complete 
each group.

1  firm, not shaking, __________________________

2  run after, follow, __________________________

3  set up, create, __________________________

4  interrupt, cut off, __________________________

5  capture, imprison, __________________________

Choose the Correct Word Write the word from the word list 
that best completes each sentence.

6  Which way do we go when we get to the 

__________________________?

7  While we were on the __________________________ , we ate our 

meals in the ship’s dining room.

8  The population in the big city is never _______________________ . 

It keeps growing.

9  We walked safely across the street at the _____________________ .

10
 My aunt and uncle __________________________ the 

apartment on the second floor.

 WORD LIST

crossroad
establish
occupy
intercept
crosswalk
static
cruise
steady
chase
arrest

steady

arrest

static

establish

chase

crossroad

crosswalk

occupy

intercept

cruise

Teaching Tips

• Model the first activity by writing the following 
example on the board: 

inhabit, live in, ________

 Ask students which word from the word list best 
completes the word group. occupy

• Model the second activity by writing the following 
sentence on the board: 

The cat _____________ the mouse 
across the floor.

 Ask students which word from the word list best 
completes the sentence. chase Point out that they 
will have to add an ending to the word, making 
it chases or chased. Ask if the sentence makes 
sense. Encourage students to use context clues to 
complete the activity.

UNIT 3 Movement | Lesson 258
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Demonstrate Word Knowledge Follow the directions below.

1  Explain the purpose of a crosswalk.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

2  Name three things that do not remain static.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

3  Name an outdoor game in which you chase someone.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

4  Tell what you would do if all the bus seats were occupied.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

5  Name three things that you need a steady hand for.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

6  Name a game in which a ball is intercepted.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

7  Explain what a crossroad is.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

8  Tell what a school might establish to help hungry people.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

9  Tell why the police might arrest someone.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

10
 Explain how you are traveling if you are on a cruise.

 __________________________________________________________________________________

Answers will vary.

It’s so people can cross the road safely.

soccer, football

the weather, my feelings, someone’s health

It’s a place where two roads cross each other.

football, tag

food drives, can collections

You would stand.

The police might arrest someone if they catch him or her stealing.

good handwriting; hammering a nail; painting

by boat

Teaching Tips

• Review the words on pages 58 by having students 
give a synonym or meaning for each one.

• Explain that students will be using the knowledge 
they have gained up to this point to apply the 
meanings of the vocabulary words in a new way. 
This deep processing—applying critical thinking— 
helps students retain new word knowledge.

• Be sure students understand that they need to call 
on their understanding of a vocabulary word to 
complete the page, even though they may not be 
writing the word.

UNIT 3 Movement | Lesson 2 59
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From those European 
beaches, excitement for 
this new sport spread all 

over the world. Diving even 
became an Olympic event in 
1904. Let’s take a closer look.

There are two main kinds 
of diving: platform and 
springboard. A platform 
diver jumps off of a surface 
that remains still. The 
platform does not bounce or 
budge. The platform is up 
to thirty-three feet above the 
water. A springboard is just 
as it sounds. It is a surface 
that springs, or bounces, when you 
jump off of it. The springboard can be 
nearly ten feet above the water.

First, the diver approaches the 
platform or springboard. Then he or 
she scales the ladder to the top. Once 
on the board, there is little room to 
roam around. He or she must prepare 
to deliver a great dive. If the diver is 
participating in a competition, judges 
sit down below. They judge the quality 
of the dive.

Divers begin in one of three basic 
ways: They can run to the edge, 

stand on the edge, or 
do a handstand on the 
edge. Instead of running, 
the diver may stride 
quickly and then jump 
off the edge. If the diver 
begins at the edge, he or 
she usually departs the 
board without bouncing. 
No matter what, a diver 
cannot lurch forward. All 
of the movements must be 
smooth and graceful.

There are many things 
a diver can do before 
plunging into the water. 

While in the air, he or she can stay 
straight, twist, spin, or flip. But this 
motion is not all the diver is judged on.

Judges watch the diver on the board, 
in the air, and in the water. Each part 
of the dive should be graceful. The 
diver should make little splash when 
he or she enters the water. At this point 
the judging is over. The diver can strut 
to the sideline to await the score.

Diving takes a lot of practice and 
hard work. Maybe you would like to 
become a great diver. You might even 
win an Olympic medal someday!

In seventeenth-century Europe, gymnastics was a very popular sport. During the 
hot summer months, gymnasts moved their training from the gym to the beach. 
Here, they began to practice their acrobatics over the water. And this is how the 
sport of diving began.

Reference Skills
Lesson 3

Spor t of DivingThe

Pre-Reading Discussion Questions 

• Have you ever tried to dive into a lake or swimming 
pool? How did you do? What should you know 
about the water before you dive in?

• Have you watched divers in the Olympics?  
What kinds of twists and other movements do  
they perform?

UNIT 3 Movement | Lesson 360

Lesson 3: Reference Skills
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 READ

 LOOK

 THINK

 CHECK

Read the sentence that uses the word scale. Read some of the sentences 
around the word.

Look for context clues to the word’s meaning. Which words tell you 
what kind of thing the word is?

Think about the context clues. What other helpful information do you 
know?

Predict a meaning for the word scale.

Check the dictionary in the back of this book to be sure of the meaning 
of the word scale. Which of the meanings for the word scale fits the 
context?

scale

Here is one of the boldfaced words from the essay on page 60. 
Use the context clues strategy you learned in Lesson 1 on 
page 49 to figure out the meaning of this word.

Practice the Context Clues Strategy

 PREDICT

for more practice using context clues.
Go to the Word Wisdom App

The words ladder and to the top tell me more about scale. It must

have something to do with moving up or climbing.

I know that a person climbs a ladder to the top.

The word scale might mean “climb.”

to climb

Teaching Tips

• Before students complete the page, review the 
vocabulary word scale and have students share any 
prior knowledge they have of the word.

• Have students identify what part of speech scale 
is in the context of the article about diving. verb 
Review the five-step process they will use to figure 
out the meaning of scale.

UNIT 3 Movement | Lesson 3 61

for more practice using context clues.
Go to the Word Wisdom App
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GUIDE WORDS

UNIT 3 Movement | Lesson 3

roseroad

Use Guide Words Look at each set of guide words. Below the guide words are 
three words. Which word belongs on the page with those guide words? Circle the word.

1  Guide words: defeat, den

  depart deliver drip

2  Guide words: say, seal

  strut stride scale

3  Guide words: bubble, call

  approach budge  can

4  Guide words: long, meant

  lurch  plunge  mirror

5  Guide words: river, rope

  scale  route  roam

Guide Words You know that a dictionary is arranged in alphabetical order. 
To help you find a word you’re looking for, dictionaries have guide words. You’ll find 
two guide words on the top of every dictionary page. The first guide word tells you 
the first word on that dictionary page. The second guide word tells you the last word 
on that page.

The word robe would be on the same page as these guide words. That is 
because the word robe comes between road and rose in alphabetical order.

Teaching Tips

• Open a dictionary and point to the guide words at 
the top of the pages. Explain that students can use 
the guide words to find words in a dictionary.

• Write the following guide words and entry words 
on the board:

Guide Words: fl at, force
Entry Words: fern, frame, flute

 Ask students which entry word belongs on the 
page with these guide words. flute. Have students 
explain how they decided which word belongs 
there Flute comes between float and force alphabet-
ically. Fern comes before these guide words, and 
frame comes after them.
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 1. Use context clues.

 2. Look for a familiar root, prefix, or suffix.

 3. If the context or a word part doesn’t help, 
check the dictionary.

Find
the

Lesson 3 | Movement UNIT 3

 WORD LIST

budge
approach
scale
roam
deliver
stride
depart
lurch
plunge
strut

Define the Words Follow the steps above to write the meaning 
of each boldfaced word. Write 1, 2, or 3 to show which steps you used.

1  I tried to move the heavy rock, but it wouldn’t budge.

 ______________________________________________________________

2  The train departs from the depot at noon and arrives at 1:00 p.m.

 ___________________________________________________________________________________

3  Look at that peacock. Watch the way it struts around the field.

 ___________________________________________________________________________________

4  When we have nothing to do, Mom and I roam around the park.

 ___________________________________________________________________________________

5  I waited for the letter carrier to deliver the letter to me.

 ___________________________________________________________________________________

6  The climber scaled the mountain until she reached the top.

 ___________________________________________________________________________________

7  Jake bounced off the diving board and plunged into the pool.

 ___________________________________________________________________________________

8  He gave the wagon a quick push, and it lurched forward.

 ___________________________________________________________________________________

9  If I’m in a hurry to get to school, I stride down the street.

 ___________________________________________________________________________________

10
 When June approaches, we get excited about summer.

 ___________________________________________________________________________________

Answers will vary.

to move a little bit; 1 or 3

climbed; 1 or 3

leaves; 1, 2, or 3

dove, fell, or moved down suddenly; 1 or 3

walks with self-importance; 1 or 3

moved suddenly; 1 or 3

to wander; to go from place to place without a plan; 1 or 3

to step with long steps, usually quickly; 1 or 3

comes near; 1 or 3

to take to a place or person; 1, 2, or 3

Teaching Tips

• Read through the word list and ask students how 
each word relates to movement, this unit’s theme.

• Review the three steps for learning the meaning of 
an unknown word with students. If necessary, refer 
students to page 49 to review the five-step process 
for using context clues.

• Make sure students understand that they may  
use one or more strategies to find the meaning of  
each word.
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Process the Meanings
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Choose the Correct Word Circle the word in each pair that best 
completes each sentence. Then write that word on the line. An ending has been 
added to some of the words.

1  Spying a fish, the seagull _____________________ into the water.

    plunged, delivered

2  The window was stuck. It wouldn’t _____________________.

    strut, budge

3  To speak to the librarian, just _____________________ him.

    depart, approach

4  The newspaper is _____________________ to the front door.

    delivered, scaled

5  This dog used to be shy, but now she _____________________ around.

    struts, plunges

6  We waved good-bye as the ship _____________________.

    lurched, departed

7  Hold on! This carnival ride will _____________________forward.

    lurch, deliver

8  Sam’s long legs allow him to _____________________ faster than I do.

    budge, stride

9  Watch the squirrel _____________________ that tall tree.

    scale, deliver

10
 Some people love to _____________________ around museums.

    roam, plunge

 WORD LIST

budge
approach
scale
roam
deliver
stride
depart
lurch
plunge
strut

plunged

budge

approach

delivered

struts

departed

lurch

stride

scale

roam

Teaching Tips

• Model the activity by writing the following 
example on the board: 

The refrigerator wouldn’t _________ 
when my dad pushed it. budge, lurch.

• Ask students which word from the word list best 
completes this sentence. budge Write the word 
budge into the sentence and ask students if the 
sentence makes sense.

• Ask students whether the word lurch could be used 
to complete the sentence. 

• Remind students that lurch means “to move 
suddenly.”
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Apply What You've Learned
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Find Examples Each word is followed by a sentence. If the sentence is an example of the 
word, write yes. If the sentence is not an example of the word, write no.

1  roam   ___________ You wander around the park.

2  stride   ___________ You skip and hop across the lawn.

3  depart   ___________ You come home from your vacation.

4  budge   ___________ You can just slightly move a heavy box.

5  plunge   ___________ You dive into the pool.

6  deliver   ___________ You bring the newspaper to your neighbor.

Relate the Meanings Answer the questions below.

7  Why would someone strut around? ______________________________________________

   __________________________________________________________________________________

8  What happens when you’re riding in a car and it lurches? ________________________

  __________________________________________________________________________________

9  Who is an easy person to approach? Why? ______________________________________

  __________________________________________________________________________________

10
 What is something that people scale?          ______________________________________

  __________________________________________________________________________________

Answers will vary.

yes

yes

no

no

yes

yes

If someone is pleased with himself he might strut.

You suddenly jerk forward.

My mother is easy to approach because I can tell her anything.

People can scale a mountain, a hill, or a cliff.

Teaching Tips

• Model the first activity by writing the word 
approach on the board. Then read the following 
example: You left the airport. Ask students if the 
sentence is an example of the word approach. no

• Model the second activity by writing this question 
on the board: 

Should you roam through the woods by 
yourself?

 Possible response: No, because you could get lost.

• Point out that students must understand the word 
roam and know what woods are like to answer the 
question correctly.
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Words with more 
than two syllables

Words with one 
syllable

Words with two
syllables

 WORD LIST

compass
route
across
capture
release
glide
soar
cluster
stationary
ascend
crossroad
establish
occupy
intercept
crosswalk
static
cruise
steady
chase
arrest
budge
approach
scale
roam
deliver
stride
depart
lurch
plunge
strut

Unit 3 Review

Sort by Syllables and Find Roots
Look at each word in the word list. Count the number of syllables in the 
word. Write the word in the correct column of the chart.

Then review each word. Look for the roots sta (to stand), cap or cept
(to take, to seize), and cruc (cross). When you look for the root cruc, 
also look for cru or cro. These are other spellings for the root cruc. If a 
word has one of those roots, circle the root.

route

glide

soar

cruise

chase

budge

scale

roam

stride

lurch

plunge

strut

compass

across

capture

release

cluster

ascend

crossroad

crosswalk

static

steady

arrest

approach

depart

stationary

establish

occupy

intercept

deliver

Review 

Teaching Tips

• Review the meanings of the roots sta, cap, cept,  
and cruc. 

• Make sure students understand they should circle 
the words that contain these roots, in addition to 
sorting the words by number of syllables.
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Demonstrate Word Knowledge Answer each question below. Write the correct 
boldfaced word on the line.

1  Would you budge or plunge into a pool?  _______________________________________

2  Would you lurch or scale a steep hill?  __________________________________________

3  Would you stride or roam across a crosswalk?  ___________________________________

4  Would you intercept or occupy a football?  _____________________________________

5  Would you glide or release on roller skates?  _____________________________________

6  Would you arrest or capture a hamster that got out of its cage?

  __________________________________________________________________________________

7  Would your friends cluster around or strut around a puppet show?

  __________________________________________________________________________________

8  Would you ascend or establish in an elevator? __________________________________

9  Would you hold your hand static or steady when you’re pouring a glass of juice?

  __________________________________________________________________________________

10
 When you end a cruise, do you approach or depart the ship?

  __________________________________________________________________________________

plunge

stride

scale

intercept

glide

capture

cluster

steady

depart

ascend

Teaching Tips

• Model the activity by writing the following  
question on the board:

Would you establish or occupy a set of 
rules for a game?

 establish

• Have students work individually to complete this 
activity. When they have finished, you may wish  
to have volunteers explain how they chose the 
correct answers.
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Add Suffixes A suffix is a word ending. When a suffix is 
added to the end of a word, the suffix usually changes the part of 
speech of the word. Here is an example.

Add a suffix to change each vocabulary word here from a verb to a noun. You 
will also have to change a letter in one word. Write each new word. Then write 
a sentence using each new word.

deliver -y

establish -ment

depart -ure

occupy -ation

intercept -or

Word + Suffix = New Word Sentence

verb
act

suffi x
+ ion

noun
= action

delivery

Answers will vary.

Mail delivery was late today.

The establishment of my school
took place hundreds of years ago.

Our departure was delayed by 
ten minutes.

In her occupation as a doctor, she
helped many people.

The interceptor of the football
scored a touchdown.

establishment

departure

occupation

interceptor

Teaching Tips

• Tell students that in this activity they will be using 
their knowledge of suffixes and of the words from 
this unit.

• Remind students that suffixes change the meaning 
of the word and may change the word into another 
part of speech. For example, the suffixes -y, -ment, 
-ure, -ation, and -or make verbs into nouns.

• Write the following examples on the board: 

amaze             narrate

 
 Ask students to name the part of speech of these 

words. verbs

• Then ask volunteers to write new words by adding 
-ment to amaze and -or to narrate. Ask students to 
name the part of speech of the new words. nouns

• Point out that the spelling of the word can change 
when a suffix is added.
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Fill in the circle of the answer that is closest to the meaning 
of the word.

TEST-TAKING STRATEGY
Some tests ask you to find 
words that are the same or that 
are close in meaning. After 
reading the given word, read 
all the answer choices. Look for 
the answer choice that is the 
same or almost the same as the 
meaning you thought of. Fill in 
the circle that is next to your 
answer choice.

Sample:

steady
 rough in spots

 long

 firm in place

 dark

69

Practice Test

for more practice and review of the 
vocabulary words.

Go to the Word Wisdom App

1  roam
 enjoy
 skip
 jump
 wander

2  depart
 arrive
 leave
 visit
 stop

3  release
 carry
 keep
 free
 rise

4  intercept
 stop
 fall
 tumble
 race

5  static
 colorful
 unchanging
 moving
 flickering

6  scale
 dig
 climb
 leap
 fall

7  route
 lake
 plant
 way
 map

8  soar
 turn
 jump
 drop
 fly

9  stationary
 jumpy
 still
 high
 active

10
 stride

 walk
 stand
 sail
 dance

Teaching Tips

• Read the test-taking strategy box with students. 
Explain that the kind of test question on page 68 is 
often used on standardized tests.

• Review the process of determining the correct 
answer to a multiple-choice question.

• Remind students to use the context clues strategy, 
think about the meaning of each word, eliminate 
the answers they know are wrong, and then decide 
on the correct answer.
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